The ability to reproduce a parallel execution is desirable for debugging and program reliability purposes. In debugging (13), the programmer needs to manually step back in time, while for resilience (6) this is automatically performed by the the application upon failure. To be useful, replay has to faithfully reproduce the original execution. For parallel programs the main challenge is inferring and maintaining the order of conflicting operations (data races). Deterministic record and replay (R&R) techniques have been developed for multithreaded shared memory programs (5), as well as distributed memory programs (14). Our main interest is techniques for large scale scientific (3; 4) programming models.

Shared memory R&R techniques use either information about thread scheduling (5) by tracking synchronization APIs, or log the memory accessed within each thread. In distributed memory, R&R techniques for MPI (14) have been developed with emphasis on scalability. They track two-sided MPI_Send/MPI_Recv operations and ignore local memory accesses. None of the existing approaches can provide deterministic R&R for the new class of modern distributed programming models (MPI-3 RMA (4)) and Global Address Space (UPC (3), Co-Array Fortran, Chapel, X10, OpenSHMEM) which advocate one-sided communication abstractions.

In this paper, we present the first general tool, OPR (One-sided communication Partial Record and Replay) to support deterministic R&R for one-sided communication. The tool allows users to select a small set of threads of interest from a large scale application. It tracks their execution and upon demand it can deterministically replay the selected set of threads. As all other threads are not executed during the partial replay, the tool eases debugging experience and relieves users from monitoring all concurrent events from potentially tens of thousands of threads. OPR also makes it possible to debug a large-scale execution on a smaller (local) machine. Furthermore, partial replay is intrinsic to the scalability of resilience techniques (6) using uncoordinated or quasi-synchronous checkpointing and recovery.

Our OPR prototype is built for the Unified Parallel C (1) programming language. This is a typical PGAS (Partitioned Global Address Space) language whose memory consistency model allows for reordering of operations and therefore nondeterministic execution. Memory can be accessed either with load/store instructions or using one-sided communication (Put/Get). The challenge is to build a hybrid scalable mechanism able to infer the order of these disjoint multiple types of operations.

State-of-the-art deterministic R&R for shared memory programming (10; 12) handles load/store operations using value logging (referred to as data-replay (8; 12)). Determinism is attained by maintaining a shadow memory and comparing its contents against the program execution. In OPR, we use a similar approach to detect thread state changes due to remote direct loads/stores in record phase and log values at certain points.

Although the data-replay based approach enables replay in isolation, it does not provide sufficient insight on how communication happened between threads. To eliminate this drawback, we employ a hybrid R&R scheme. The data-replay which ensures correctness is complemented with order-replay (8) to infer inter-thread communication based on value matching. In the record phase, OPR runs a simplified and scalable vector clock algorithm only among the monitored threads to get an approximation of event orders of accesses to global memory. In the replay phase, OPR enforces the same event order and infers the communication by matching values of local writes and remote reads (Gets) (in the value log of remote threads). By combining an approximate order with matching the values in the logs, we provide scalability as well as allowing for non-atomic monitoring and recording of load/store and Put/Get operations. To the best of our knowledge, OPR is the first scheme that uses this hybrid approach.

The evaluation is conducted on Edison, a Cray XC30 supercomputer at NERSC. We evaluate OPR using eight NAS Parallel Benchmarks (2) (BT, CG, EP, FT, IS, LU, MG, SP), two applications using work stealing from the UPC Task Library (9) (fib, nqueens), three applications in the UPC test suite (guppie, laplace, mp) and Unbalanced Tree Search (UTS) (11). In addition we evaluate a large scale production application performing Parallel De Bruijn Graph Construction and Traversal for De Novo Genome Assembly (Meraculous) (7). We focus on recording overhead and ensure that the output and the orders are right. Since a small number of threads are partially replayed, the threads can be replayed efficiently without any noticeable performance degradation. Therefore, in our experimental evaluation we only check replay fidelity and we do not focus on measurement of replay overhead. All applications are first executed on about 40 nodes (1,024 cores/threads) of Edison and we monitor and replay threads that can be contained on single node (two up to 16 cores/threads). We see that OPR incurs overhead from 1.3x ~ 29x among all applications and different R_Set sizes (2,4,8,16 threads), when running the original program on 1,024 cores. Such overhead is moderate and acceptable for a software-only R&R scheme used for debugging. As discussed in Section ??, we believe that using static analysis to guide the load/store instrumentation can lower the runtime overhead to the point that our approach is feasible for resilience techniques.

0.1 OPR: Deterministic Partial R&R

OPR involves the following steps (see Figure 1).

Record at full concurrency. The user first specifies the replay set, R_Set, a subset of threads that need to be replayed. A modified compiler is used to build a binary with recording instrumentation, tracking both load/store instructions, as well as communication operations (e.g. Put/Get). The instrumented binary is then executed at full scale on a modified UPC runtime system that records the execution. For any tasks within R_Set, we track
loads/stores instructions into a value log, which contains the inputs for loads at different points. For any task within R_Set, we track Put/Get operations to tasks within R_Set into an distributed event order log. The event order log indicates an approximation of orders of conflicting operations accessing the global memory.

The behavior of any tasks outside R_Set, or the communication between R_Set and the outside world is not tracked.

In Figure 1, the shaded region indicates the replay group. In each thread, the white dots indicate read accesses that do not have value log entries; the black dots indicate read accesses that generate value log entries; the grey dots indicate write accesses. The arrows indicate detected event orders. We can see that some orders exist between write and read accesses, but the reads may not consume the values produced by writes, such relationship needs to be checked in replay phase. Also, some read accesses could get values produced by threads outside R_Set, such as the second black dot in the last thread in R_Set.

**Log processing.** The value log and order log are processed to enforce the replay order. Based on the distributed event order log, this pass generates a replay order log for each thread in R_Set. The event orders are translated into wait and wake vector clocks for the relevant operations so that threads in R_Set could collaboratively enforce the order present in the original execution. In addition, a write check log is generated for each thread so that it could try to match its own written values with remote read values in certain ranges at correct points in replay phase. We use this value based approach to infer communications between threads in R_Set because there is no explicit matching between senders and receivers in one-sided communication.

**Replay only R_Set** OPR only executes the threads in R_Set in the partial replay phase. The side effects of any other tasks can be reconstructed from the logs. Each thread reproduces the same execution by injecting the values in its value log at correct points. The operations from different threads are scheduled to execute in an order according to the replay order log. In addition, after a thread performs certain writes, it needs to check whether all the local writes so far could contribute to some read value log entries of remote threads. On a value match, a communication is assumed to happen between the two threads. This process is driven by the write check log. For each read log entry of a thread in R_Set, OPR could infer one of two possibilities: (a) the value is produced by a thread inside R_Set, if so, the specific thread is given; (b) the value is not produced by any thread inside R_Set. In Figure 1, the question marks indicate the value matching operation.

Now let us consider how does OPR work for the UTS example in (Listing ??). Assume R_Set is \{T_0, T_2\} and in a period of execution, T_0 steals work from T_2 and T_3. In the record phase, in both steals, OPR will log the values of s->stolen_work_addr and s->stolen_work_atm. Based on the matched values, OPR infers that the communication happened from T_0 to T_2.

In OPR, we use the principle of data-replay to ensure the correct replay of each thread in R_Set based on value log. We use order-replay and value matching to infer the communications between threads in R_Set. This design principle is critical since purely relying on order-replay requires replaying all threads (not satisfying requirement of partial replay). More importantly, due to non-atomic instrumentation, it is very challenging to generate precise event orders. The current approach could tolerate such imprecision because replay correctness does not depend on the event order. The precise event order only leads to false positives or negatives in communication inference but does not affect replay correctness.
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